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Expand your 
 voice bank
We are not a typical voice bank. We are an
extension of your own voice bank. 

With your BUSINESS account you can
considerably expand your own voice bank
and give your clients a wider range of
options.

Contact the professionals, download their
audios and add them to your own system.

The graph shows the number of voice professionals with a Vocalbums
account as of February 16, 2022.
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The agile voice search
engine for finding the

perfect talent
On Vocalbums you will quickly find

professional voice talent for your projects.
Choose the perfect cast, according to the
criteria you need and at zero cost. Reduce

your investment in time and money.
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The PRO Finder

Data
You will be able to see
all the relevant data of
each artist from the
same interface.

Voice samples
Listen and download the
different voice samples
of each of the
Vocalbums professionals.

Actions
Perform actions such as
adding a professional to
a casting, adding them
to your favorites list or
contacting them.

The Pro Finder is an exclusive feature for BUSINESS accounts. Its
interface is designed to streamline both the search process for

voice professionals and the delivery process.

Filters
Apply filters to your
search. Filter by city,
country, age, gender,
voice type, language
and more.
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Castings

Link
Generates a link
(password protected or
not) so that anyone can
view the casting. 

Share
Share your castings with
the rest of your team or
with your clients.
Whether they can simply
view the casting or even
edit it, it's your choice.

Add
Add one or more artists
to each of the
interventions or
characters of each
casting. You can also
add artists who are not
on Vocalbums.

With your BUSINESS account you will be able to create, manage and
share castings for your audiovisual projects.

Create
Add a name, an alias, the
interventions or
characters to cast, set up
privacy and create the
casting in less than a
minute.
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The Outsiders
Want to add a professional who is not
on Vocalbums to a casting?

Create as many outsiders as you want,
add a name and voice samples, and you
can add professionals who are not yet
part of Vocalbums to your castings.
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Get your community involved!
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Socail casting

Create social castings where
your own community can
choose the artist who will
voice each of the interventions
or characters.

Public registration

Give members of your own
community the opportunity to
participate in your castings.



Shall we collaborate?
BRINGS VALUE TO VOCALBUMS ARTISTS

With the sole purpose of bringing value to
our artists, we can do everything. 

Do you want to add them to your own
voice bank? Do you want to make yourself
known? Do you need a lot of voices? Do
you want to communicate something?
Whatever it is, if it brings value, we will
spread it for you.

When a company wants to communicate
something that can bring value to our
artists, we take care of communicating it via
email and/or internal notification.
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2022

A single account for an
entire company and its
employees.

Roadmap
BUSINESS ACCOUNT

2022

Public profile for the
company and
corporate graphic
interface.

2023

Custom development
and integration. API,
Webhooks. 
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Fundamental
values

Innovative thinking

Search for 
creative solutions

Collaborative mindset
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SEE YOU IN THE CLOUD

Create your BUSINESS account
in less than 2 minutes and start

enjoying its advantages.

WEB

vocalbums.com

EMAIL

info@vocalbums.com

Let's work
together!
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